
Head Bolt Thread Repairs 

When disassembling the engine, all head bolt threads should be inspected as they are removed. If 
there is any section of the aluminum block thread on the bolt, that hole will need a Time Sert repair. 
Typically, all the cylinder head bolt holes do not need Time Serts. The recommendation is to do a 
thread repair on the damaged hole(s) and the adjacent holes. As the clamp load is relieved from one 
hole (threads pulling), the adjacent holes threads load will increase and may be damaged during 
reassembly. 

There have been some comments about Time Serts pulling out of the block in a short time after a 
repair was done. The manufacture of the insert also makes a larger size insert. This larger size insert 
cannot be used for warranty repairs. Due to the increased O.D. of this sert, it’s possible that when 
installing this larger sert that it will break out in the water jacket causing a coolant leak. 

The most likely reason that a Time Sert pulls out after installation is that the incorrect J tools were 
used for the model year application. If the incorrect tool is used, installation of the sert could be 
either too deep in the hole or not deep enough. The table below lists which tool should be used for 
which model years. 

 
Model Year:  

1994-1999 

 
TimeSert kit:  

J 42385-500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Component Bolt Hole Head Main 
Plate  301  306  

Bushing  501  508  
Alignment pin  502  509  

Short bolt  503 510 
Long bolt  -- -- 

Drill  504 511 
Inboard stop collar  N/A -- 

Tap  505  512  
Driver/installer  506  513  

Insert  507 514  
Thread size  M11 x 1.5 x 30mm M10 x 1.5 x 22 mm  

Outboard hole depth  75 mm  32 mm  
Counter bore depth  35 mm  4 mm  

Thread length  35 mm  26.5 mm  
Bottom  5 mm  1.5 mm  

Inboard hole depth  75 mm  32 mm  
Counter bore depth  35 mm  4 mm  

Thread length  35 mm  26.5 mm  
Bottom  5 mm  1.5 mm 

Cylinder head boss height - outboard  76.0 mm  -- 
Cylinder head boss height - inboard  76.0 mm  -- 

Bolt Part Number  1647217  3542310  
Bolt Length (under washer)  139.9 mm  125.8 mm  

Thread length 44.5 mm 23.3 mm 
 
 
 


